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The problem of homotopy coherence has occurred recently in two contexts: 
explicitly in strong shape theory (Edwards-Hastings [ 1 l), Dydak-Segal [lo] etc.) 
and implicitly in the simplicial localization of Dwyer-Kan (9). In both cases, the 
authors take into consideration the notion of higher order homotopies (or 

“homotopy coherences”). 
One of the first places in which these higher order homotopy coherences have 

been used is in the study of homotopy limits (in a restricted sense in Bousfield-Kan 
(61 and Edwards-Hastings [ 11) and more generally Vogt [ 193 and Porter [ 151). These 
homotopy limits then appear naturally in strong shape theory. 

Coming from another direction and following an article of Thomason [ 181 
which sheds light on possible relations between lax limits, and homotopy limits, 
Gray [ 131 has introduced a generalization of homotopy limits (in the sense of 
Bousfield-Kan - the precise definition will be given later). This latter definition has 
two imperfections; it cuts off the coherence at level 2 and it does not allow the 
generalization of the replacement schemes necessary for the development of the 
analogues of the Bousfield-Kan spectral sequences. Our own work in shape theory 
[S] and coherence [4,7,8] has led us to study a fresh definition which remedies these 
defects. This general definition is not however entirely new as a particular case of 
it already appears in Segal’s paper [ 161. 

Like Gray we feel that the best presentations of homotopy limits are made in 
terms of indexed limits. However for us, the natural context for these indexed limits 
is that of profunctors (sometimes also called distributors) [14, l] (it is in thzse terms, 
in fact, that the replacement scheme seems most natural). The first section recalls 
some necessary facts about Bousfield-Kan homotopy limits and indexed limits. 
From a careful inspectio.1 of the coherence of a homotopy cone, we introduce in 
Section 2 a general notion of homotopy limits for a simplicial category. We next 
show that the replacement scheme 16) holds in this situation and exhibit an indexing 
for this notion of limit. We give general conditions of existence and study the cases 
of the two important simplicial categories Cat and Top. In particular we show that 
lax limits and a construction 01 Segal are particular cases of homotopy limits. 
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In Section 3, we compare this notion with the notion of Gray. 
We would like to thank the referee for his helpful comments on an earlier version 

of this note. 

1. The Bousfield-Kan homotopy limits and the simplicial enriched profunctsrs 

Let us recall the notion of B-K-homotopy limit in order to illustrate what we 
mean. 

Let 3 be the category of the ordered sets [n]={O, l,...,n}, n~h\i, and non 
decreasing maps. Let ,‘I = Set”’ be the category of simplicial sets, wirich is car- 
tesian closed like every presheaf category. 

Let I be an ordinary small category, X and Y two functors : I-+ .c Then 
Rousfield-Kan [6] define Hom(X, Y) as the kernel (often denoted by the formula 
j, [A’,, Y,]) of the following diagram: 

where [S, S’], for any S, S’E J, is the function space that is the enr; \led horn in 4, 
and a and b are respectively induced by: 

5 .Y, 
WV I;1 - [X,9 ‘I’,,19 [X;,, Y,*] - [X,, 1: 1. 

Therefore this Hom(X, Y) is nothing but the enriched Nat(X, Y) in 4, where [, .4’, Y 
are trivially enriched in -1 (where I(i, i’) is considered as a constant simplicial set). 

There is a canonical functor I,‘-- : I -+ Cat which associates the category I/i over 
i to each object i of I. 61, category C being a particular simplicial set (often noted 
Ner C, but here we shall forget, as in [6] the notation Ner), the functor I 
considered : I -+ .‘t. 

Definition (Bousfield-Kan). Let F: I--+ ’ be a functor, then 

holim F= Hom(l/--, F) = i [I/i, Fi]. 

Let us show that this notion of limit is ;\ particular case of the notion or’ indexed 
limi! in the conte.ut of enriched categories in the category of simpliM set< p 1131. 

Let \ be a symmetric monoidal closed category, complete and cocomplete. Let 
? he the ‘V-category with only one object * and such that I(*, *) is the unit objeci 
of ‘V. If A is a b-category, there 1s no more a canonical ni’-functor: A-4 and so 
110 canonical notion of limit. Let # : A--4 a V-profunctor (i.e. a V-functor : ++e!) 

;.ind F : k-+ 5 a V-functor. Then we recall: 
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that is a profunctor : II--, ) is the right Kan extension of F along @ given by the 
formula 

where for the object (X, Y] of is the enriched hom(X, Y). 

Therefore we have the following situation: 

The V-functor F admits a projective (or inverse) (P-indexed limit [2], if @,Fg is 
representable, in other words if there exists an object of iB (denoted by @-lim fl such 
that 

(43, @-lim F). 

Likewise a V-functor L : A Op-+ B has an inductive (or direct) @-indexed limit 
(denoted by @-colim F), if Lop : A+ Bop has a @-indexed limit. 

We shall call 9 the indexing of the limit. 

hampIe. ( 1) It is clear that ordinary limits are indexed limits: Set: V = Set and let 
be two ordinary categories, 1 the category with only one object I, F: A-, B 

a functor. If we consider f: .A+ the unique possible fllnctor, then 
(B)= {cones from B to F). 

(2) In the case V = / and 9 = /A--, then holim F= (I/-)-lim F since, following the 
definition of indexed limits, we have for any S in .I: 

(S) = i [l/i, [S, FJ] = 
. I 

[S. j,[I/i,F,]l =[S,holimF]. 

(3) We have the Yoneda embedding Yo:d+SetJop= .‘I. If A’:d+.~ is a 
cosimplicial object in .I, then ousfield-Kan define Tot X= Wom(Yo, X). It is 
clear tolo that Tot X = Yo-lim X and that Yo is the indexing for the total objer.ts. 

Similarly, if X : d *1’-+ / is a simpli ial object in .o/, then Yo-colim X = Diag X. 
lent scheme of Bousfie -Kan allows us to describe, in more detail, 

this notion of indexed cone. Recall that if SE .I, then S= 5” S,, x [n], since .‘/ is a 
presheaf category and therefore every object S of .‘I is a direct limit of represen- 
Fables ( =[I?], for some n). Whence 
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where [S, fl* F] is the following cosimplicial space in .Y’: 

fl [S*Fj] s n [S, Fill l ‘* 11 [S,Fin] ‘** 
I io-ii jo4il ..- -ai, 

Then a projective (I/-)-indexed cone is given by 
__ for each object i E I: a molrphism 7j : S* Fj, 
__ for each morphism f: iO-“il: a homotopy 

rf: sx [l]-*Fi, with dhf)=Ff l Co, do(rf)=7i,, 

f 
- for each pair: io---+ il ---% iz: a 2-homotopy T(g,f): 

Fg-Ff-tie 

- and so on, for higher n-simplexes: (io-+il-+--+i,l). 
It is clear that the higher homotopies of [U-, F](S) determine a notion of higher 
homotopy between projective (U-)-indexed cones. 

2. A general formula for the homotopy limits 

In the previous case, only ordinary categories are involved. But there are diagrams 
where higher coherences are involved. This kind of diagrams has been studied by 
Vogt [19]. Our own works on shape theory led the second named author to study 
a simplicial description of a coherent diagram: that is a simplicial functor (i.e. 
enriched in .j ) from the category S(I) of Dwyer-Kan to Top the category of 
topological spaces and continuous maps, but considered as enriched in .‘/ with the 
usual function complex given by 

Top(X, Y )n == Hom(X x i In] I, Y ). 

So, if A is a simplicial category (i.e. enriched in .‘I ), the geometric intuition of the 
coherences of a homotspy cone from A, is the same data as in the previous case 
(I an ordinary category) plus higher coherence data concerning higher data in the 
complc.u /a(A, A’) for every A, A’ in A. 
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Given A and IB two simplicial categories and F : A+ B a simplicial functor we can 
describe it as an object of the total space (denoted by hocone(B, F)) of the following 
cosimplicial space n* (B, F): 

with cofaces and codegeneracies 

~n-l(B,F)+== n”(B,F) 
I 

defined in the following way, let us denote by P(& . . . , A,) the canonical 
projection 

fl”(B,FPPW,, 4) x a.0 x&A,_ ,, A,), [B(B,FA,)]. 

Let us denote by 

the canonical projection, by 

kj:A(Aj_1, Aj) X A(Aj, Ai+ ,)+A(Ai_ 1, Ai+ I), Odcn, 

the composition law, and by 

thle morphism given by 

Then 
1B(B,F-):A(A,,-,,A.)-+[IB(B,FA,_,),1B(B,FA.)]. 

PIA 0, l *. 9 A,)dj = 

for O~i<n, and 

P(A o,.*.,A,)d,=IA(A,,A*)x 0.0 x MA,_z, A,- l),k,lP(A,, ..-, A,- 1). 

Let us denote by hi : [O]-+(Ai, Ai) the morphism given by IA,* Then 

efinition. The homotopy limit of F is a representative of the functor 

hoconc(-, F) =Tot n*(-, F) : ti”P--V (i.e. a profunctor : 14E3). 

So we have I&B, holim F) = hocone(B, F). 
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The replacement scheme 

Proposition. If F takes its value in Y; then holim F is the total space of n’ F: 

nFA3 n IACA,,A,),FA,] l -. 
.4 41. AI 

..- n [AtA,, AI)X .g. x A(A, _ Ir A,), F(A,)) ... 
/lo. . . . . A, 

Proof. For every object S of 3; [S,Tot n’ F] =Tot[S, fl* F] with 

Ls n” FI = I SA “, LMAodw .a. x NA,- lr A,WU 
. . n 

= n@‘ [S, [&4& .4,) 

1 
x l *s x A(&_ 1, A,),~~,,II 

Ao. . . . * A” 

whence [&Tot n’ F] = hocone(S, F). 

Remarks. It is clear that, if A = I is an ordinary category, then I(& i’) being a trivial 
simplkial set: 

and therefore, by the B-K replacement scheme, this notion of homotopy limit co- 
incides with the Bousfield-Kan homotopy limit. 

Homotopy limits as indt>xed limits 

As in the Bousfieid-Kan case, we are going to show that there exists an indexing 
for this notion of homotopy limits. 

By analogy with the trivial case (A = I), let us define MC as the following 
simplicial object in .I/, for every simplicial category /a and every object C of A: 

with faces and degeneracies given by the following formulae 
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This construction defines a simglicial bifunctor: 

(d trivially enriched in .v) 

that is a .v-prcjfunctor : 

Proposition. The .v-profunctor fl*(-, F) : A43 is the right Km extension of F 

Proof. We are in the following situation: 

Then the right Kan extension F, of F along A/- is given by 
, 

FI(B. n) = I [(A/A),, B(B, FA)] = Nat((A/-),,, WB, F-1) 
.a 

= Nat u A(Ao, A,)x -0. x A(A,, _ l, A,) x A(&,-), WV-) 
40. . d, > 

= fl Nat(A(A,, A,) x l x /A(A,_ 1, A,) x A(&, -), B(B,F--)) 
A,,. , ,411 

= fl Nat(A(A,, 3, [A(&, A,) x l *= x 4A,- 1, A,), WW-))I 
4~~. . . , A” 

= fl [A(& A,)=** x &A,, _ 1 9 A,), B(B, FA,)] = fl”(& F?. 
'10. .I A" 

We have already an indexing Yo : A 4 for the total objects. Furthermore, there is 
a compositicn @I for +profunctors 11,141. 

Recall that if @ : A- ) 

V-categories A, 
posite w@@ is defined by 

are two V-profunctors Lztween the 
x A-+V and ~1: Cop x B=-+V) t:!e com- 

v/OQ>G A) = [” w(C, B)O@(B, A), 

that is the kernel of the 

4-l 
NWW, B’)O@(B’, A): v/K’, s)CW(B, 4 

B. B’ 4 la 
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where do and d, are respectively induced by 

V/B&@@” 4 : u/K-, B)OWB, B’)O@(B’, A)+vdC, B’)Q@(B’, A), 

u/K? B)@@,,~ : v(C, B)O WB, ~fWM(B’, A)-+W, B)Q@(B, A), 

the maps eBBP and vBR’, being respectively the actions of 5(& B’) on @ and qb. 
This composition can clearly be extended to the natural transformations, and is 

associative up to isomorphism. The unit associated to A being the V-functor 

W-9 - ):AOPxA+W. 
Let us denote by HA the composite 

A/- Yo 
~~~~~~~_~~~~~ 

given by I&,(C) = Yo@A/-(C) = Diag(AK). 

Proposition. If A is Q simplicial category, HA is the indexing for t[!e homotopy 
limits. 

Proof. Let F: A--+ B be a simplicial functor. We are in the following situation: 

A/- Yo 
A --- +A- ---_,I 

The right Kan extension of F along H,,q can be calculated in two steps: the right 
Kan extension F, of F along A/- and the right Kan extension F2 of FI along Yo. 

Now by the previous proposition F, = 11’ (-, F), and Yo is the indexing for total 
spaces, so F2= Tot n*(-, F) = hocone(-, F). 

Existence of homotopy limits 

If I? is a simplicial category with ordinary limits and cotensor products (i.e. is 
complete) (we shall denote by [S, B] the cotensor product of an object B of B by 
an object S of .I ), then, following the general theorems on the existence of indexed 
limits [2], !F admits homotopy limits by the formula 

holim F= ’ [H&I), FA]. 
I , 4 

emark. If 5 admits ordinary limits and only cotensor products by the [n]‘s, then 
cotcnsor product by any SE 1 1 exists, every S being a direct limit of [n]‘s. 

11, being a composite, we have the following result which is the general replace- 

ment scheme. 
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Proposition. If F: A+ IEiI is a simplicial functor where lE3 is a complete simplicid 
category (then total objects exist in B), we have holim F= Tot n* F where n l F is 

the cosimplicial object: 

n FA 3 n IN& AMAll 
A AovAl 

0.. fl [A(Ao, A,)x-xA(A,_,, A,),FA,]- 
Ao.....A,, 

Proof. B(B, Tot n* F) = Tot lB(B, no F) and 

and by the universal property of cotensor products 

= n [A(Ao, A,) x -00 xNA,- 1, A,), WB,W)l 
Ao, . . . , An 

= hocone( B, F), . 

Similarly, if B admits ordinary colimits 
then 5 admits homotopy colimits with: 

‘A 

hocolim F = 
I 

H*w(A) @ FA 
I 

and tensor products (i.e. is cocomplete), 

Furthermore, when IB is cocomplete, it is clear thal, hocolim F is just the diagonal 
in B of the following simplicial object in lE3 : 

HFAs u FA@A(A,, A,) 
A Ao. AI 

l -e 11 FA,@A(A,, A,_ l)@-@A(A,, Ao) l a* 
Ao....,A, 

Examples (1) hocolim A( -, A) = f&,(A) since 

hocolim A( -, A)= r” H,(.4’)xA(A’,A)=H,OA=H,(A) 

where A : 1 +A is associated to A. 

Excluding 9, there are two particularly important cases of simplicial categories, 
the category Cat of categories and func:ors, and the category Top of topological 

spaces and continuous maps. So we shall study these two examples. 
(2) Let us recall that we have an embedding N: Catc*Y which is actually a 

simplicial embedding. It admits [ 131 a simplicial left adjoint K. So N preserves 
homotony limits and K homotopy colimits. Furthermore the notion of total object 
exists in Cat and is preserved by IV. 
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If X is a cosimplicial object in Cat, we have 
, 

TotX= I [IPI, XT 
.ps2 

(a more detailed description is given in [4]) where [p] is the obvious category 
associated to the ordered set f,~]. 

On the other hand, a category being a particular simplicial set (via N), a 
2-category (a category enriched in Cat) is a particular simplicial category. 

The lax limits of Gray 

There are several ways to describe the lax limits. From lax transformations 13,121 
which are generalized natural transformptions, or as indexed limits [17]. We shall 
describe the lax cones. 

Let A and 5 be two 2-categories, F a 2-functor: A-* 5. A lax cone from an object 
B of !B to F is the following data: 

for each A E A: a morphism rA : B--+FA, 
for each f: A-4’: a 2-morphism 

satisfying obvious coherence conditions concerning the composition of 

I-morphisms and the compatibility with the 2-morphisms. 

These coherences are such that a lax cone is exactly an object of the total category 
of the following diagram [4]: 

Proposition. Let F: ~++!I3 be a 2-.flrnctor between two 2-categories, then 
holim F = lax lim F as soon as oMe of these two terms is defined. 

Proof. Obvious, since N is a simplicial embedcling preserving the total objects. 

Example. (3) The category Top has a structure of a simplicial category given by the 

functions complexes. Furthermore Top having cotensor products by [n], has 
cotcnsor products by every S of /, so that homotopy limits exist in Top. Similarly 

Top admits homotopy colimits. The realisation functor Real :.I -+Top and the 
klgular functor Sin : Top -+ J are simplicial functors and determine a simplicial 
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adjoint pair, so that Sin pre! :rves homotopy limits and Real preserves homotopy 
colimits. 

A construction by Segal 

Therefore if we consider a simplicial functor F : A -*Top (A a simplicial 
category), we have the following formula: 

hocolim F = “I[n]lx u FAOxReal(A(AO, A,)x-xA(A._,,A,&) 
Ao, . . . . A-, 

which is nothing but the construction n * F in the appendix B of the paper [ 16) by 
Segal, when K is the topological category obtained by the realisation of a simplicial 
category A and n : K -+ 1. 

3. Comparison with the Gray homotopy limits 

In his paper [ 131 Gray generalizes the notion of homotopy limit given by 
Bousfield-Kan, by means of indexed limits. ln order to explain his description, we 
must recall that if A is a 2-category, then the indexing LA of the lax limits is given 

bY WI 

L,(A) = lax colim 44( -, A j. 

On the other hand, the simplicial adjoint K to the simplicial embedding Iv : Cat 4 .y 
preserves the products and so determines an adjunction between 2-categories and 
simplicial categories. Let us denote by K(A) the 2-category associated to the 
simplicial category h and by q(A) the simplicial functor h--M(A). 

The Gray indexing is the composite: 

Indeed, LKtr4) being a 2-functor is a simplicial functor via the previous embedding. 
This definition has two imperfections. In the case of a simplicial category A which 

is not a 2-category, the indexing factorizing through K(A) breaks the simplicial 
coherences beyond the dimension 2. On the other hand, it does not allow one t:, 
generalize the replacement scheme, which is so important for obtaining spectral 
sequences. The obstruction is that, though LKtAj can be factorized as Yo@K(A)/-- 
as a 2-profunctor, this is longer the cast: as a simplicial profunctor: the simplicial 
embedding N does not preserve colimi,, s and therefore does not preserve the com- 
position of profunctors. 

Nevertheless we have a natural comparison between these two notions of 
homotopy limits given by the following result: 
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Proposition. If A is a simplicial category. there is a natural transformation between 
H,a and GA. 

Proof. (I) Ln general, for every simplicial functor F: A-, IB, we have a natural 
transformation: 

given by the following diagram: 

is defined in the following way. Let us denote by j(A,, . . . , A,) the inclusion: 

4Ao.Al)x m..xA(A,,,A)+ u, A(A,,A,)x***xA(A,,A) 
..l{) . .d,, . . . 

then T, - j(A,, . . . , A,) =j(F,4,, . . . , FA,,) l h where h is the obvious map: 

NAo, A 1) x --- x .&J(A,~, A)-+ 5(FAo, FA,) x ..- x QFA,,, F-A). 

(2) Furthermore for every 2-category D, there is a natural transformation: 
H- ---L-+ 

JJ -_ -4 _ + 1 
1,. 

since L is nothing but N@K@H2. Indeed I+(D) =lax colim a>(--, D) and 
H: (D) = hocolim Q- , D). ‘The functor K preserves the direct homotopy limits and 
lax limits between two 2-categ,ories are hontotopy limits so that 

X(H?(D)) = L,,(D). 

The requested natural transformation is then: 
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Whence for every simplicial category A, we have the foliowing naturd 
transformation: 

A 
HA --_-_-__3 

4 

1 

I 

A 

‘IA 
M4 /,I 

/ 
A, 

K(i). ’ 
/L 

K(A) 

Corollary. Let IT3 be a complete (resp. cocomplete) simplicial category anGi F : A--+ 5 

a simplicial functor, then we have a comparison morphism 

holim F+Gray holim F (resp. hocolim F-+Gray hocolim F). 
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